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Kink-free deformations of polygons 
Gert Vegter 
Dept. of Computing Science, 
University of Groningen, 
P.O.Box 800, 9700AV Groningen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
We consider a discrete version of the Whitney- 
Graustein theorem concerning regular equivalence of 
closed curves. Two regular polygons P and P’, 
i.e. polygons without overlapping adjacent edges, are 
called regularly equivalent if there is a continuous 
one-parameter family Pa, 0 5 s 5 1, of regular poly- 
gons with PO = P and PI = P’. Geometrically 
the one-parameter family is a kink-free deformation 
transforming P into P’. The winding number of a 
polygon is a complete invariant of its regular equiva- 
lence class. We develop a linear algorithm that deter- 
mines a linear number of elementary steps to deform 
a regular polygon into any other regular polygon with 
the same winding number. 
1 Introduction 
The Whitney-Graustein theorem states that up to 
regular (‘kink-free’) deformation a regular closed 
curve in the plane is completely determined by its 
winding number. In this paper we consider the dis- 
crete version of this theorem in which closed curves 
are replaced with polygons. A setting for this prob- 
lem is given in Section 2. In Section 3 we show how 
to reduce a polygon to isothetic form in which every 
edge is parallel to one of the coordinate axes. Sec- 
tion 4 contains the algorithm that reduces an isothetic 
polygon to isothetic normal form that is uniquely de- 
termined by its winding number. In Section 5 we 
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indicate possible extensions of this work to the clas- 
sification of polygonal curves on piecewise flat sur- 
faces. This paper was inspired by similar work of 
Mehlhorn and Yap, cf. [MY]. They derive an algo- 
rithm that computes a quadratic number of elemen- 
tary steps to transform between regularly equivalent 
polygons. The sequence of steps can be determined 
in linear time. Their normal form as well as their 
method is however completely different from ours. 
Acknowledgements The author is grateful to Chee 
Yap for communicating the work [MY] to him, and 
to Jan Tijmen Udding for helpful criticism. 
2 Equivalence of Regular Poly- 
gons 
A closed curve C in the plane is called regular if it has 
a smooth parametrization f : [0, l] -+ R2 such that 
f(0) = f(l), S(O) = f’(1) and f’(t) # 0 for 0 5 t 2 1. 
The winding number w(C) of C is the degree of the 
map f* : S1 + S1 defined by f+(t) = f’(t)/lf’(t)l- 
The regularity of f allows us to consider t as a pa- 
rameter on the unit-circle 9. Geometrically speaking 
the winding number of C is the number of full turns 
- counted with sign - of the tangent of C as we go 
around C. The figure-of-eight has winding number 0, 
a regularly embedded circle has winding number &l, 
depending on its orientation, see Figure 1. 
Two regular closed curves C and C’ are called 
regularly equivalent if there is a continuous family 
C,, 0 5 s 5 1, of regular closed curves with Co = C 
and Cl = Ct. Since the winding number of C, varies 
continuously with s and has integer value a neces- 
sary condition for regular equivalence of C and C’ is 
w(C) = w(C’). In [WI it is proved that this condi- 
tion is also suficient. This result is usually referred 
to as the Whitney-Graustein theorem. As illustrated 
in [MY] any deformation of the figure-of-eight into the 
unit circle has to go via a curve containing a kink, i.e. 
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i.e. p = (1-t)pi +tpi+l for some t with 0 < t < 1. 
(Tl) Deletion. The regular polygon P = 
Ii+* 
,p,-1) may be transformed into P’ = 
o,..., Pi-1,Pi+1, *. ., pnwl),O < i < n, pro- 
vided pi- 1, pi and piti are collinear. 
(T2) Translation. The regular polygon P = 
(PO , . . . ,p,,-1) may be transformed into P’ = 
(PO,. ..Pi-l,P:,Pi+l, * *. ,h-d,O L i < n, Pro- 
vided the polygon Pt = (pe, . . . , pi-i, (1 - t)p; + 
W:,Pi+l,. . . ,p,-1) is regular for 0 < t < 1. 
Our definition of T2 is different from the one in 
[My, but is equivalent to it. It is easy to see that a 
transformation of type TO, Tl or T2 does not affect 
the winding number. 
Definition 2.1 Two regular polygons P and P’ are 
called equivalent if P can be transformed into P’ by a 




a point without a well-defined tangent. 
A-not necessarily simple-polygon P is repre- 
sented by its sequence of vertices po, . , , , p,,-1, Two 
sequences of vertices are called equivalent if one can 
be obtained from the other by a cyclic shift. The 
polygon P corresponding to an equivalence class is 
denoted by P= (PO,..., p,, 1). P is called regular if 
for any triple pi-i, pi, pi+1 of consecutive vertices pi-1 
and pi+l are not on the same half-line with origin pi. 
Here and in the sequel addition is modulo the number 
of vertices of the polygon. The (exterior) angle pi of 
P at vertex pi is the signed angle between the directed 
lines /(pi- 1, pi) and I(pi,pi+l), see Figure 2. The 
winding number w(P) of P is (Co,,,, pi) /(2n), It 
is easy to check that w(P) is an-integer and that 
w(P) = f 1 for a simple polygon. 
Pi-l 
Figure 2 
Two polygons with equal winding number may 
have a different number of vertices. Therefore the 
class of admissible deformations must include inser- 
tion and deletion of vertices. The deformations are of 
three types, cf. [MY]. 
(TO) Insertion. The regular polygon P = 
(PO,... , p,_i) may be transformed into P’ = 
(PO,... ,Pi,!?JPi+l,..-> p,-1),0 5 i < R, where 
q is a point lying strictly inbetween p; and p;+l, 
This relation obviously is a true equivalence rela- 
tion. Our main result is: 
Theorem 2.2 Let P and P’ be regular polygons with 
n and n’ vertices, respectively. Then P and P’ are 
equivalent if and only if w(P) = w(P’). Moreover if 
w(P) = w(P’) th ere is a sequence of transformations 
of type TO,Tl and T2 of length O(n+n’) establishing 
the equivalence between P and P’. This sequence can 
be determined in O(n + n’) time. 
Mehlhorn and Yap prove a similar result although 
their sequence of transformations has quadratic 
length. The algorithm reduces a polygon to a nor- 
mal form that is uniquely determined by the winding 
number. Since the class of elementary steps is closed 
under inversion we can deform the normal form into 
any other polygon with the same winding number. 
In [MY] this normal form is a star-polygon. In this 
paper we introduce the isothetic normal form which 
leads to a completely different-and in our point of 
view simpler-method of reduction. 
3 Transformation to an Iso- 
thetic Polygon 
We consider the plane to be endowed with a fixed sys- 
tem of orthogonal x, y-coordinates. The unit vectors 
along the axes are denoted by ec and ei, respectively. 
For vectors v and w the inner product is denoted by 
< v, w >. We consider a vector to be determined up 
to translations, i.e. we don’t fix its ‘begin-point’. A 
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polygon P is called is&he& if any edge is parallel 
to the x- or y-axis, and reduced isothetic if successive 
edges are perpendicular. 
Lemma 3.1 Let P be a regular polygon with n ver- 
tices. There is a sequence of transformations of type 
TO,Tl and T2 of length O(n) transforming P into 
a reduced isothetic polygon with at most 3n vertices. 
The sequence can be determined in O(n) time. 
Before giving the proof we introduce some termi- 
nology. A chain-sequence is a finite sequence of vec- 
tors in the plane. A chain-sequence is called isothetic 
if all its elements are parallel to one of the coordi- 
nate axes, and reduced isothetic if any pair of succes- 
sive elements is moreover perpendicular. Two chain- 
sequences are called equivalent if one sequence can 
be obtained from the other by a cyclic shift. We ab- 
breviate reduced isothetic polygon (chain-sequence) 
by RIP (RIC). G iven a point p in the plane there 
is a one-one correspondence between the set of iso- 
thetic polygonal curves starting at p and the set of 
chain-sequences: if (ve, . . . , G-1 ) is a chain-sequence 
the polygonal curve pe ,...,pn isdefined bypn =p, 
Pi+1 = pi + vi for 0 5 i < n. Similarly any RIP is de- 
termined up to a translation by an equivalence class 
of RIG’s whose elements add up to the zero vector. 
Consider a vector v whose projections vc and ~1 
onto the x- and y-axis are non-zero. The isothetic 
chain-sequences L(v), R(v), LR(u) and %5(v) are de- 
fined as (see Figure 3): 
(211, VO), (00, VI), (!pl,vo, +I>, (fV0, w, +vo>, resp. 
if < ~0, ec > and < vl, er > have the same sign; 
(~o,~~),(~~,~o),(~vo,v~, +o),(~vI,~o, +I>, resp. 
if < ve, ea > and < ~1, er > have different sign. 
Figure 3 
Proof of Lemma 9.1: Let (~0,. . . , ~~-1) be a chain- 
sequence representing P and let Vj be the (open) edge 
corresponding to vj. Assuming the chain-sequence of 
P is isothetic up to the tail (vi,. . . , v,+r), for some i 
with O < i < n, we indicate how to transform P into 
P’ such that the chain-sequence of P’ is isothetic up 
to the tail (vi+l, . . . , ~~-1). If vi is parallel to the 
x- or y-axis we take PI = P. Otherwise let Tl be 
the closed triangular region bounded by the polygo- 
nal curves with chain-sequences (vi) and L(Q) whose 
begin-point coincides with that of Vi. The chain- 
sequence c(vi) is defined as 
L(Q) ,if ?Ti-lnTl =0 and &+lnT~ =0; 
R(vi) ,if &-lnT~ # 0 and Zi+l nTl # 0; 
LR(Vi) ,if vi-lnq=O and &+rnq#0; 
RL(Vi) ,if Ei-1 nTl # 0 and’ ‘iii+1 n T[ = 0. 
Let P’ be the polygon obtained by replacing vi in 
the chain-sequence of P with c(vi). It is not hard 
to check that P’ is obtained from P by at most two 
transformations of type TO followed by the same num- 
ber of transformations of type T2. We refer to Fig- 
ure 4 for an illustration of the case Ei+r n T, # 0. 





Since we introduce at most two vertices per edge of 
P the isothetic polygon into which P is transformed 
has at most 3n vertices. Deleting in linear time all 
vertices shared by collinear adjacent edges we obtain 
a RIP equivalent to P. 0 
4 Reduction to Normal Form 
4.1 Transforming RIG’s 
We shall reduce a RIP to normal form via a finite 
sequence of transformations of its chain-sequence. 
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Since the ciass of RIP’s is not invariant under trans- 
formations of type TO, Tl and T2, we replace them 
with transformations leaving this class invariant. 
For a vector v parallel to ei, i = 0 or i = 1, we define 
sign(v) = Signum< v, ei >. We introduce three types 
of transformations on RIC’s. Again the modifications 
are essentially local. 
(ITO) An equivalence class C of RIG’s with 
representative (%,.*.,b1) may be 
transformed into C’ with representative 
(vo , . . .,u:-1,vi,v:+i,. . .,vn-l) provided 
l vi-1 and vi-r as well as vi+1 and w:+r are 
parallel; 
. v:-1+ v:+1 = Vi-1 + Vi+1 
l sign(v:-,) = sign(vi-i) and sign (t&r) = 
sign (vi+l) 
(ITl) An equivalence class C of RIG’s with 
representative (vo, * * *I vn-1) may be 
transformed into C’ with represen- 
tative (210, . . . , Vi-19 X0%, Al%+13 (1 - AO)vi, (1 - 
Al)%+1 I vi+29 * f * I ~~-1) provided (As, Ai) E Ae U 
Al u Aa, where 
A0 = ((X0, X,)1 0 < A0 < 1, 0 < Xl < l}, 
Al = {(~oJ1)1 0 < A0 < 1, Xl < 01, 
A2 = {(X0, &)I x0 > 1, 0 < x1 < 1). 
The numbers Xc, ,!r will be called the pararneiers 
of the transformation. See Figure 5. 
0 4 V b 
(Al) (A2) 
Figure 5 
(IT2) An equivalence class C of RIG’s may be trans- 
formed into C’ if there is a transformation of type 
IT1 taking C’ into C. 
Lemma 4.1 Let P be a RIP with chain-sequence C. 
Let C’ be a RIC obtained by applying a transforma- 
tion of type ITO, IT1 or IT2 to C. There is a se- 
quence of at most four transformations of type TO, 
Tl and T2 taking P into a RIP with chain-sequence 
C’. 
Proof: LetC=(vc ,..., v,-r)andletpa ,..., pn-l 
be the vertices of P such that pi = pi-1 + 
vi-i. We merely consider a transformation of type 
IT1 with parameters (X0, Xl) E Al. so sup- 
pose C’= (vo,... , vi-l, X0%, X1%+1, (1 - X0)%, (1 - 
Al)%+1 t Vi+2, . * a, V,-1). Let p’ = pi + XcVi,p” = 
Pi+~(1+XO)~i,q’=P’+XlVi+l,q”=~l+(1-XO)Vi. 
Note that q” + (1 - Xl)Vi+l = pi+z. The polygon 
P’ = (PO , . . . tpi, p’, q’, d’, pi+2, . . . ,P+I) has chain- 
sequence C’. It is obtained from P via two transfor- 
mations of type TO-insertion of pf and p”-followed 
by two transformations of type T2, see Figure 6. 0 
Figure 6 
4.2 Isothetic Normal Forms 
Let P be a RIP with chain-sequence C = 
(vo,... , vnS1),n 2 2. The signature of C is the 
word a(C) E {-l,l)* of length n - 1 defined by 
m = +o,vl) . . . u(v,,-2, vn-l), where g(vi, vi+r) 
is the Signum of the angle (f7r/2) between vi and 
vi+l, 0 < i < n. The cyclic signature of C is obtained 
by appending the symbol c(v,-1, vc) to u(C). The 
signature class of P is the equivalence class - under 
cyclic shifts - of the cyclic signature of C. If the 
signature class of P is represented by Q . . . u,+r the 
winding number of P is ( 
CO<i<n ui 14. 
> 
For an integer m # 0 let c,,, be the equivalence 
class of 14”‘, if m > 0, and of (-1)-4”, if m < 0. Co 
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is the equivalence class of 13(-1)3. It is not hard to 
construct a RIP with signature class C, for any inte- 
ger m. The following result shows that such polygons 
are determined completely by their signature class. 
Lemma 4.2 Let P and P’ be RIP’s with signature 
class C,. The chain-sequences of P and P’ can 
be transformed into each other via a sequence of 
O(lml + 1) transformations of type ITO. Moreover 
this sequence can be determined in O(lml + 1) time. 
Proof: We consider the case m > 0. The other cases 
are similar. Let C = (~0,. . . , us-r), n = 4m, be a 
chain-sequence of P. Then sign(vi) = -sign(~+~) 
for 0 _< i < n - 2, since all exterior angles of P are 
r/2. Let C’ = (~6, . . . , vL_r) be a chain-sequence of 
P’ with vh and vu parallel and sign(va) = sign(v&). 
Then sign(vi) = sign(v:) for 0 5 i c n. Note that C’ 
can be obtained from any chain-sequence representing 
P’ in constant time via at most three simple cyclic 
shifts. The following algorithm transforms P into P” 
with chain-sequence (vb, 01, vi, us, . . . , vkBa, v,-1) in 
O(m) time. Its invariant is: 
I : O~i<?l-2A(V~:O_<j<i:Vj =Vj). 
i := 0; 
whilei # n - 2do 
if sign(vi + vi+2 - vi) # sign(vi+z) then 
Vi+2, Vi+4 := Vi+2 - Vi,%+4 + Vi 
{transformation of type ITO} 
endif; {sign(vi + vi+2 - v:) = sign(vi+z) 
Vi, Vi+2 := Vi, Vi+2 + Vi - Vi; 
{transformation of type ITO} 
i:=i+2 
endwhile. 
The only subtlety in checking the invariance of I is 
the fact that the guard of the if-statement is false 
wheni=n-4,sinceIAi=n-4+v,,-4+v,,-2= 
vh-4+VL-2 (use Co<j<n/2 V2j = 0). Similarly IAi = 
n - 2 9 v,-2 = VA-~. A similar algorithm is used to 
transform P” into P’. 0 
Corollary 4.3 Let P and P’ be RIP’s with signature 
class Cm. Then there is a sequence of O(lml + 1) 
transformations of type T2 taking P into P’. This 
sequence can be determined in O(lml + 1) time. 
Proof: In view of lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we may assume 
that the chain-sequences of P and P’ are equal, i.e. 
P and P’ coincide up to a translation. Decomposing 
this translation into two translations parallel to the 
x-and y-axis it is easy to transform P into P’. EI 
4.3 Normal Form Reduction of an 
RIC 
Next we show how the cyclic signature of a RIC C 
is used to transform C into a shorter chain-sequence. 
To this end we derive three elementary reductions of 
subsequences of C of length at most six. A subse- 
quence is a sequence of successive elements of C. 
Lemma 4.4 Let C be a RIC containing a subse- 
quence Co = (vo,V~,V~,V~) with c(Cc) = l(-1)l 
OT u(CO) = (-1)1(-l). Then C can be reduced 
to C’ obtained from C by replacing CO with Cb = 
(vo + ~2, VI + 2)s) via one transformation of type IT2. 
Moreover u(CL) = 1 of a(Cb) = (-l), respectively. 
PTOOf: The expression for cr(Cc) implies that 
sign(vs) = sign(v2) and sign(vr ) = sign(vs). There- 
fore Ch transforms into CO via a transformation of 
type 12’1 with parameters vs/(vs +vz), vi/(vr +VS) E 
no. cl 
Lemma 4.5 Let C be a RIG’ containing a subse- 
quence CO = (vo, vl, v2, v3, vq) with a(Co) = 1(-1)21 
or a(&) = (-1)12(-l), and vi+vs # 0. Then C can 
be reduced to C’ obtained from C by replacing Ca with 
CA = (va, vl+v3, v2+v4) via at most two transforma- 
tions of type IT0 or IT2. Moreover a(&) = 1(-l) 
Of U(c;) = (-1)l. 
Proof: The expression for cr(Cc) implies that 
skn(v0) = sign(vz) = sign(v4) and sign(vr) = 
- sign(vs). We distinguish two cases. 
(i) sign(vr + v3) = sign(q). Let As = vJ(vr + 21s) 
and XI = v!J/(v~ + ~4). Then (Xn, Xr) E A2 and 
CA transforms into CO via a transformation of 
type ITI with parameters (X0, Xl). It is easy to 
check that a(CA) is the prefix of a(&) of length 
2. 
(ii) sign(vi + v3) = - sign(vr). Let Xc = vc/(vc + “2) 
and Ar = VI/(VI + v3), and define Ct = (us + 
212, vr+vs, ~4). Then (X0, Ar) E Al and the trans- 
formation of type IT1 with parameters (X0, Xr) 
takes C[ into CA. In this case g(Ci) is the s&ix 
of a(Cc) of length 2. 
El 
Remark 4.6 If vr + 213 = 0 then CO can be reduced 
to (vo + v2 + v4). 
Lemma 4.7 Let C be a RIC with subsequence Co = 
(Do,... ,216) for which u(G) = 13(-1)3 or a(Co) = 
(-l)V, while vl + v3 + vg # 0. Then C can be 
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H { ITl, parameters(vs/Z, ws/wr ) E A,> 
c2 = (f(W) + v6), z13, +O + t’6), 211 - ‘-‘3,u2 - +6, u3, 214, %, 96) 
w (IT2, parameters (wr/(wr - l/3), (v2 - $v6)/(2)2 + 04 - !p6)) E AZ) 
‘73 = ($0 +vS), W3, ;(VO + v6), 211,212 + v4 - $6, v5, 406) 
k-b {ITI, parameters ((~1 + ~3 + v5)/(2~3), 2(212 + v~)/(wo + 216)) E AI} 
c4 = (f(wo + w6), $1 + w3 + v5), 212 + 214, +(-WI + 2r3 - 215), fv0 - v2 - 214 + +6,211,2r2 + 214 - +6, tf5, $216) 
H (IT2, parameters ((ws - 2w2 - 204 + v6)/WO,v1/(vl +v5)) E AZ} 
c5 = <+O + v6), f<wl + v3 -t %), v2 + v4, $(--VI + v3 - %), $k?, 211 + W5, 2 6 1, ) 
H (IT2, parameters ((- WI +v3-v5)/(v1+W3+vS),WO/(vO+v6))EA2) 
Figure 7 
reduced to C’ obtained from C by replacing Co with 
c;=(;(vO+v6),~(W1+v3+%),v2+W4,$(v1+W3+ 
?&), $(vO + Vg)) via at most eight transformations of 
type ITO, IT1 and IT2. Moreover u(C&) = 12(-1)2 
or u(q)) = (-1)W 
Proof: The expression for g(Cs) implies sign(vr) = 
-sign(ws) = sign(w5) and sign(ws) = - sign(vs) = 
-sign(w4) = sign(ws). we distinguish two cases: 
subsequently into the form Cr = (us, f(vr + ws + 
~5),2)2,$(-v~+v3-v5),v4,~1$v6,1)6). ToC1 We 
apply a transformation of type IT2 with parame- 
ters (v2/(v2+v4), (-~l+‘u3-~5)/(Vl+‘u3+~5)) E 
Al to get c2 = (210, h(vl +2)3$w5), ~2+4, +(wt 
213 + vg), ws). Three transformations of type IT0 
finally take C2 into CL. See Figure 8. 
(i) sign(vl + 2)s + wg) = sign(vs). Three transfor- 
mations of type IT0 will bring Co into the form 
cl = (vO+~6,%,~2-+6,~3,v4,v5 , 3214, Cf. Fig- 
ure 7. Next we apply a sequence of five trans- 
formations of type IT1 and IT2. We indicate 
the type and the parameters and give the trans- 
formed chain-sequences. 
(ii) sign(vl + 03 + 215) = - sign(ws). First we apply 
two transformations of type IT0 to bring CO into 




Any subword of a signature o of the form 1(-l) or 
(-1)l will be called a dip of Q. Lemmas 4.4, 4.5 
and 4.7 show that the cyclic signature of the chain- 
sequence C suggests which part of C can be reduced. 
Any reduction of the type occurring in Lemma 4.4, 
4.5 and 4.7 will be called admissible. To achieve lin- 
ear reduction time every admissible reduction will 
take place at the left-most dip of u. However, such 
a reduction is not always possible without affecting 
some suffix of u-and hence of C. Consider e.g. 
u = l(-1)iO.. . To eliminate this problem we trans- 
form C to guarantee that the left-most dip of u is 
preceded by a sufficient number of 1%. This prop- 
erty is an invariant of the algorithm. To describe this 
modification let cr = uc . . . u,- i. Then 
m(a) = minO<kln 
is the minimum of all sums of prefixes of 6. 
Lemma 4.8 Suppose COCi<,, oi = c 2 0. Then 
there is a word u’ obtainrd from o via cyclic shift 
such that m(u’) 2 0, if c = 0, and m(o’) 2 1, if 
c > 1. Moreover u’ can be determined in O(n) time. 
PrOOfi Let Ti = TJUi - cforO<i<n. Defineri 
for alI integers i by ri = ri,,,&,. Then & 7-i = 0 
for every interval 1 C 2 with ]I] = n. Let tk = 
CO<i<k ri, then tk+n = i!k for aII k. Hence mink tk 
exi&. Let k0, with 0 5 k0 < n, be such that tke = 
mink tk, then xO<i<k rkO+i = tko-k - tkc >_ 0, SO 
n. &<i<k UkO+i - -kc 1 0 for all k. Therefore for 
aII positive integers k we have xe<i<k bke+i > 0, if 
c = 0, and &<i(k uko+i 1 1, if c 2 1. Obviously k0 
can be determined in O(n) time. Cl 
Remark 4.9 If c = 1 the number k0 is even unique. 
Our proof is an algebraic version of the geometric 
proof of this result in [GKP], where it is referred to 
as Raney’s lemma. 
Next consider a reduced isothetic polygon P. We 
first deal with the case w(P) > 0. In view of the pre- 
ceding lemma we may assume that the chain-sequence 
C of P has cyclic signature (TC = us.. .u,,-1 with 
m(ac) > 1. We may also assume that a,-1 = -1. 
First we modify the chain-sequence by applying a 
transformation of type IT1 yielding a chain-sequence 
with cyclic signature lac(-1) = ~(-1)~) see Fig- 
ure 9. 
The crucial property of u is: m(u) 2 2. 
L --ii 
Figure 9 
Lemma 4.10 Suppose u contains at least two dips 
or at least three symbols -1. Then at most three 
admissible reductions of CY at the lefl-most dip yield 
a chain-sequence with cyclic signature ~‘(-1)~) with 
length (a’) 5 length (u) - 2 and m(d) 2 2. 
Proof: u is of the form l”(-l)br, with b 2 3, or 
l’(-l)*lr, with b = 1 or b = 2. In the latter case 
lemma 4.4 or 4.5 yields a transformation reducing 
u to u’ with the properties as stated. In the for- 
mer case we apply lemma 4.7 to the part of C cor- 
responding to the subword 13(-1)3 centered at the 
left-most dip. Note that m(a) 1 2 and b > 3 implies 
a > 5. The various possible reductions are indicated 
in Figure 10. The reductions are labelled in accor- 
dance with the lemma that justifies them. Note that 
we may need as many as three reductions, since e.g. 
m(la-3(-l)212(-l)a-3r) = 0 if u = 5. 0 
To finish the proof of the main theorem we need a 
simple lemma. 
Lemma 4.11 There is no reduced isothetic polygon 
with signature class represented by (12(-l)‘)‘, 12 1. 
Proof: Suppose C = (ve, . . . , vq,-i) has cyclic sig- 
nature (12(-1)2)‘. Th en sign(vi) = sign(vi+s) either 
for all odd i or for all even i. Hence Co<i<4,-1 vi # 0, 
a contradiction. 0 
Proof of theorem 2.2~ .First consider the case 
w(P) > 0. After O(n) reductions P is reduced to 
a RIP with signature class 14w(p)t’(-1)‘, with 15 4, 
cf. lemma 4.10. A constant number of admissible re- 
ductions then yields 1 4m(P). Since all reductions take 
place at the left-most dip the total time for finding 
the next reduction is O(n). The case w(P) < 0 is 
completely similar. So assume w(P) = 0. Let C be 
a chain-sequence of P with cyclic signature UC sat- 
isfying m(uc) 2 0. Again we transform C in con- 
stant time to obtain a cyclic signature 12u~(-1)2 = 
~(-1)~) with m(a) 2 2. Then the chain-sequence is 
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transformed in linear time to obtain a RIC with cyclic 
signature l/(-l)‘, with 3 5 I 5 5, cf. lemma 4.10. If 
I = 5 the only possible reduction of the cyclic signa- 
ture is 1213(-1)3(-1)2 --) 1212(-1)2(-1)2, cf. lemma 
4.11. Similarly if I= 4 the only possible reduction is 
l13(-1)3(-1) --+ 112(-1)2(-l). So in constant addi- 
tional time P is reduced to normal form. cl 
5 Conclusion 
We devised a linear algorithm to establish a kink-free 
deformation of a polygon P to any other polygon with 
the same winding number. The modifications of P 
are essentially local. This feature should make the 
methods amenable for generalization to the context 
of polygonal curves on piecewise fiat surfaces. In the 
smooth setting Smale derived in [S] a complete invari- 
ant for each regular equivalence class by associating 
with each regular (immersed) curve on a closed sur- 
face M an element of the fundamental group of the 
unit tangent bundle of M. We intend to extend the 
present work to cover this situation as well. As a 
first step we strive for an algorithm that establishes 
a homotopy - not necessarily via regular polygons 
- between polygonal curves that represent the same 
member of the fundamental group xl(M) of M. This 
probably amounts to transforming Dehn’s method for 
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